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ABSTRACT 

After a brief reminder on the real difficulties that digital watermarking software still has to tackle – especially some random 

geometric attacks such as StirMark1 – we present an early overview of on-going solutions to make the survival of the watermark 

possible. 

1. TACKLE THE REAL PROBLEMS 

The recent literature on digital watermarking has introduced a new paradigm where signal processing, computer security, 

cryptography, law and business converge to protect the rights of photographers, digital artists, singers, composers, in short, 

copyright holders. The view of a senior executive at a California-based record label is significant of the expectations 

surrounding digital watermarking: ‘Sooner or later, any encryption system can be broken. We need watermarking technologies 

to tell us who did it’2. 

In this Wonderland, Alice*, the copyright holder, sells an object to Mallory who redistributes it further. Fortunately Alice has 

embedded a strong digital watermark, a digital fingerprint and a fragile watermark in the object and she uses an automated Web-

based copyright audit system. This system uses the strong watermark to detect illegal copies and reports any infringement to 

Alice, who then extracts the fingerprint. Alice now has all the material to sue Mallory: She can prove that she owns the 

copyright (using the strong watermark); she can prove that the image has been modified (using the fragile watermark); and she 

can prove that the culprit is Mallory (using the fingerprint). 

Many attacks, but in particular random geometric distortions1,3, have shown that the state-of-the-art is still far from achieving 

what has been promised by the industry: Lack of standardisation, interoperability issues, lack of a set of precise and realistic 

requirements for watermarking systems and lack of results on important issues, still severely hinder the development of copy 

protection mechanisms. Strong watermarking and fingerprinting may exist but until this is proved, these attacks show the 

contrary.  

Meanwhile we should also consider the fact that the attacker is a person who may have access to future technology – for 

example, a pirate seeking to remove the watermark or fingerprint embedded in a 1997 music recording using the technology 

available in 2047. This is a serious concern with copyright, which may subsist for a long time (typically 70 years after the 

author’s death for text and 50 years for audio). Even where we are concerned only with the immediate future, Gurnsey notices 

from industry experience, that it is a ‘wrong idea that high technology serves as a barrier to piracy or copyright theft; one should 

never underestimate the technical capability of copyright thieves’4. Such experience is emphasised by the recent success of 

criminals in cloning the smartcards used to control access to satellite TV systems 5  and the recurrent failures of ‘magic 

technologies’6 against piracy. 

Figure 1 summarises the general watermarking setting and its main challenges. An owner would like to protect their image 

rights. The original image is denoted I. To do so, they add a mark M to the image (hopefully) without introducing any visual 

degradation. The protected image is denoted Ĩ. When needed, they would like to prove their ownership, by retrieving the 

                                                           
* In the security literature parties are usually referred to as Alice (A) and Bob (B). The attacker, depending on their role, may be 

called Mallory. 



watermark despite possible modifications of the image. The corrupted version of the image Ĩ is denoted Ĩ. The operations of 

insertion, extraction and corruption are respectively denoted by the ‘+’, ‘*’ and ‘’ operators. 
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Figure 1 – Basic scheme of invisible robust digital watermarking. 

Three aspects have to be considered: 

 The ratio between the information contained in the watermark and the information conveyed by the image; 

 The image degradation due to watermarking; 

 And the ‘robustness’ to ‘non-destructive’ attacks.  

In addition, several modes of extraction exist (blind, semi-blind or non-blind), depending on the necessity to use original 

information (i.e. the host signal and/or the watermark) but blind is the most challenging and has more applications. 

2. DIFFICULT ATTACKS 

The recent research on digital watermarking has emphasised three basic rules that can help to have better robustness. 

Spreading the mark. Maybe the analogue of the ‘diffusion’ principle used in cryptography. This ensures that any part of the 

cover-signal contains the hidden data and avoids removal by simple band filtering or cropping. 

Random selection of features in a transform space. Perhaps the analogue of ‘confusion’ in cryptography. This makes sure 

that the attacker cannot find out where the information actually is and the use of the key ensures that only authorised people can 

access the mark. The hiding process does not need to take place on the samples themselves if transform spaces give advantages. 

Actually transform spaces have been used very often to give better results against compression: A mark hidden in a particular 

transform space is expected to survive better compression based on the same transform space (e.g., D.C.T.-JPEG). 

Masking. Take explicit advantage of the properties of the human visual or auditory systems. Early systems are basically 

heuristic in the sense that experiments have shown that they do not introduce annoying distortions in the image. Use of masking 

ensures that the strength of the mark is as high as possible but imperceptible and can typically be summarised like this: The 

mark is modulated by the output of a perceptual model and then added in a transform space. 

The first property stems from many variants of spread-spectrum modulation used for digital watermarking. Unfortunately most 

simple spread-spectrum based techniques – hence most current proposals – are still subject to some kind of jitter attack3. Indeed, 

although spread-spectrum signals are very robust to amplitude distortion and to noise addition, they do not survive timing errors: 



synchronisation of the chip signal is very important and simple systems fail to recover this synchronisation properly. So one way 

to attack such systems is to break up the synchronisation needed to locate the samples in which the mark is hidden. 

Assuming a binary shift-register sequence s of length N is used as spreading sequence, the autocorrelation with lag l of this 

sequence is Rs(l) = Al - Dl where Al denotes the number of places in which the vectors s and s-shifted-by-l-places agree, and Dl = 

N - Al is the number of places in which they disagree. Suppose that one value is removed at index j in s and the sequence is 

padded with 0, producing a new sequence n' of length N. It is clear that the smaller j the more the 0-lag cross-correlation 

between s and s' will be decreased. However the 1-lag correlation will be very good. So j = N/2 gives best results in average as 

in this case the correlation peak cannot be greater than N /2 . More generally, using regular interval will give better results in 

average than random one. Unfortunately it is not very easy to characterise this phenomenon but the effect is: extra correlation 

peaks and weaker 0-lag correlation. To be efficient the attack should be applied in the domain in which the watermarking 

algorithm works. Unfortunately almost no work has been done to study partial correlation of random sequences and we are 

aware of only one paper dealing with this problem7. The best you can do is to resynchronise every so often. 
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Figure 2 – Illustration of StirMark’s random geometric distortions. (a) and (b) are two 512512 original images. 

StirMark 3.1’s distortions have been applied to them and the results are (c), (d) and (e). The same distortions have been 

applied to both (c) and (d). To illustrate the fact that the process is random (d) and (e) have been generated from (b) 

using the same StirMark command line. 

 



Using this idea a first trivial attack you can do is to simply remove lines or columns of pixels in an image. Elaborating on this 

idea, it appears that with small random geometric distortions, it is possible to defeat many proposed schemes. Examples of such 

distortions are the one applied by StirMark1. StirMark 1.0 applied a bilinear transformation to the picture by moving its corners 

by a small random amount. Since version 1.3 a highly non-linear displacement is also added to each pixel: A kind of 

embossment with imperceptible random wobbling. It is worth noting that these geometric distortions are also combined with a 

fast resampling8 and a mild JPEG compression. Figure 2 shows that these distortions are almost invisible when applied to 

photographs and also shows what these distortions look like. This can also be applied to video, provided that the random 

parameters are saved and used for all the frames in the same sequence. The natural extension of these ideas is to add a wobbling 

at each frequency whose amplitude is inversely proportional to the frequency, leading to transformations with, theoretically, an 

infinite degree of freedom. This is what is being implemented in StirMark 4.0. 

3. SOLUTIONS 

This difficult problem of geometrical attacks led us to suggest that detection, rather than embedding, is the core problem of 

digital watermarking. But it seems that the set of issues around mapping back the home space of the mark after an attacker has 

tampered with it, and finding a metric that encompasses all valuable objects in the vicinity is still really underestimated. 

Some solutions propose to use the original image (or some kind of information pre-extracted from it) in order to estimate the 

distortions, say f, and then try do detect the mark in f  - 1 ( Ĩ  )  expecting that the distortions will be compensated. Although this 

helps to counter-attack geometrical distortions, this has only limited application since it is non-blind. Another idea, which will 

also be discussed later, is to use a reference in the cover-image. This reference can be inherent to the image but can also be 

added together with the mark. At last, if all these tricks fail, the brute force search remains. 

3.1. NON-BLIND 

The solution proposed by Davoine et al.9 has been inspired by previous work done on video using triangular patches for motion 

compensation10. The basic idea is to split the original (or uncorrupted watermarked) picture into a set of triangular patches. This 

mesh will then serve as reference mesh and be kept into memory for a pre-processing step of watermark retrieval. 

A similar splitting is then performed on the corrupted, watermarked image. Using a compensation procedure, which allows 

affine transformations, an approximate inversion attack transformation is computed. When this is done, the retrieval of the 

watermark can be done correctly in many cases. 

As emphasised by the authors, this kind of compensation based on active meshes is only efficient in case of minor deformations 

(such as the ones due to the motion of some objects in a video between two consecutive frames). In case of major local 

deformations or local deformations combined with some global attacks on the image, the compensation can provide to some 

false matching between meshes and then does no longer improve the extraction of the watermark by the retriever. 

In order to reduce the size of data kept into memory, the authors propose to use a binary map of edges instead of the whole 

picture. Moreover, as a perspective, they envisage deriving the pre-processing step of geometric compensation via a limited set 

of feature pixels. If the retriever were able to identify alone these features from the corrupted watermarked image, a blind 

extraction mode would then be possible. 



  

  

Figure 3 – Original image/mesh (a). Corrupted, watermarked image/mesh (b). Difference between original and 

corrupted, watermarked image, before compensation (c). Difference between original and corrupted, watermarked 

image, after compensation (d). Courtesy of F. Davoine. 

Actually this is what Johnson et al.11 propose for a method to invert affine transformations (defined by 6 unknown parameters) 

of images using the original image. Here the ‘feature points’ are groups of neighbouring pixels (33 to 1111) with very low 

correlation with any other group of pixels nearby (6060) or neighbouring pixels with high ‘cornerness’ measure. The feature 

points are extracted in the modified image and in the original. The best affine transformation – in the least square sense – can 

then be estimated by using the correspondences between image points in the original and transformed images. 

3.2. BLIND 

In order to preserve the possibility to retrieve the watermark without requiring the use of any original information, some 

alternatives have been proposed by Kutter12. A first concept of symbol reference has been introduced. The basic idea is to pre-

set parts of the watermark to known values and to use them for spatial resynchronisation. But, this approach has the 

disadvantage to decrease the hiding ratio since only a limited part of the watermark (useful bits) includes some information; 

other bits are dedicated to resynchronisation. Moreover, even if it is clear that any affine geometric transformations (so only 6 

degrees of freedom) could possibly be compensated by testing all possible inverse transformations and selecting the one giving 

best results, this approach is computationally very expensive when considering full images. 

So, instead of using feature points which have to be compared before and after attack in order to compute the inverse 

transformation (hence requiring a non blind mode of extraction), Kutter introduced the idea of self-reference systems that embed 



the watermark several times at shifted locations. The watermark becomes a reference itself, making the synchronisation possible 

without using original information, simply using the relative position of the marks. 

The methods overviewed until now consider the image as a whole and severely reduce the space of distortions they look at 

(typically 6 dimensions), providing robustness to the so called ‘generalised geometric transformations’ (see Figure 4), that is 

affine transformations (i.e., simple combination of scaling, rotation, shearing and shifting). This is a first promising step towards 

robustness against more general distortions, which, as said earlier, may introduce many more degrees of freedom – hopefully an 

infinity using fractal distortions. 

 

Figure 4 – A typical ‘generalised geometric transformation’. 

So, to better deal with the complexity of the possible attacks one may try to inverse the distortions only locally and hence use a 

bloc based approach. Indeed, although the global modifications can be very high and highly non linear, the local one (e.g., on 

1010 pixel blocks) are very minor because the attacks must preserve, to some extent, the visual quality of the image. So locally 

the distortions can better be approximated by an affine linear transformation. 

Hartung et al.13 use this idea to improve their spread-spectrum based watermark retrieval technique. The typical correlation 

computation used in the detection process is applied to blocks, where it is maximised with respect to the original pseudo-noise 

signal used for embedding. More precisely, if A is the set of affine transformations which is searched, then, for each image block 

Bi, they try to maximise something like: 

  ji
Af

sBfcorr ,max


  

where sj is the spreading sequence. 

The advantage of the block-based approach is that, although the searched space has limited dimension, the over whole searched 

space is much larger that the previously discussed global approaches. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

As seen, robustness against random geometric attacks is not a trivial task. Nevertheless, new techniques appear. They are 

generally applied as a pre-processing step of the retrieval procedure. Some work with the original image or at least with the 

knowledge of some image features, but other propose some solutions to work via a full blind mode of extraction and new 

encouraging results (see Figure 5) have recently been published14 and show that skilful combination of the paradigms described 



in section 3 together with efficient hiding spaces (e.g., self-similarities15) may solve the current random geometric distortions 

problem until the next generation of attacks becomes available. 

It is hard to tell to which degree of distortions a marking method ought to survive. So robustness evaluation benchmark16 could 

use ideas of the evaluation of security systems17. Different levels of robustness corresponding to different sets of attacks and 

applications should be defined. The larger the set, the better the robustness. It is time now to finally agree on a minimal 

definition of ‘robustness’. 

  

Watermarked image (distortion 38.08 dB) 

Secret key: ‘1234’. Watermark: ‘IEEE’ 
Corrupted, watermarked image. Size 538538 

Attacks: StirMark 3.1 + horizontal flip + 3° rotation 

Figure 5 – In this example, the size of the hidden message is 32 bits (4 characters). The marking process is performed 

with very little visual alteration, and is secured by a 4-digit secret key. Using this key, the mark can be recovered in a 

robust and completely blind manner from the attacked watermarked document. See Figure 2(a) for original image. 
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